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The SIPA simulator, now under development, is designed to study in real tiae
PHR behaviour under noraal and accidental conditions. The commissioning of the
version for EDF, called SIPA 1, and of the CEA version called SIPA 2 is planned in
1991. Its objectives are Shift Safety Advisors training, studies and safety
analysis. Its softirare workshop Hill allow flexibility and portability. Most of the
•odels are developed using -code generators. The primary circuit is described by
CATHARE-SIHU, a speeded-up version of the French advanced code CATHARE. It Mill be
completed by about 35 connected systems developed by THOHSON-CSF and SEHA-GROUP. The
computational power «ill be supplied by a CRAY processor that KiIl be linked to a
'training network" and an "engineering network" constituted of soae independent
workstations.

(keywords: Nuclear engineering, coaputer systeas, theraal-hydraulics, real tiae
siaulation, interactivity)

I. INTRODUCTION

The French nuclear power plant programme
has developed the PHR units since the seventies.
Up to now 54 units have been placed into
coaaercial operation. They represent a total
power of 54 000 HHe.

There is only one architect-engineer and
only one utility in France which are EDF, and
only one group of aanufacturers, mainly
constituted with FRAHATOHE, ALSTHOH, CEGELEC ...
This organization has allowed a large
standardization because all the units in
operation or under construction belong to only 6
series, including the 900 HHe pre-series.

The unit nuaber has permitted the
development of a large research prograaae
realized by EDF and CEA which includes codes like
CATHARE* or experiaental test loops like
BETHSY**. The realization of SIPA benefits froa
15 years of French efforts in the domain of
reactor safety and training siaulators (with the
support of THOHSON-CSF Siaulators Division).

SIPA, designed for nuclear accidents, will
be applied first of all in 1991 to the twenty
eight 900 HHe/CP units and to the twenty 1300
HHe/P4 units.

2. OBJECTIVES OF SIPA

SIPA (in French : Simulateur Post-
Accidentel) is an acronym chosen in 1981 for a
real tiae "siaulator" designed to study the
behaviour of a FHR during noraal operation,
incidental and accidental conditions. Then, the
notion of siaulator has developed to an advanced
aultipurpose calculating system, essentially
adaptable and evolutionary. That is the tool
which is now under development.

It will be operated by EDF and CEA. The
three aain purposes of the use of SIPA are
described below.

a) Training of the EDF/SPT (Nuclear and
Fossil Generation Division) SSA (Shift Safety

• CATHARE : a Code for Analysis of Theraal-
Hydraulies during an accident and for Reactor
Safety Evaluation.

" BETHSY : the French integral test facility for
PHR safety studies.

The training of the SSA (in French : ISR :
Ingénieur de Sûreté et Radioprotection) and
operating staffs during execution of crisis
drills needs to well understand what could
physically happen during incidental and
accidental transients. To achieve this objective,
the "simulator" must run in real time, have the



bast physical relevance and a clear visualization
of the physical phenomena, mainly two-phase flou.

b) Studies for EDF/SEPTEN (Design
Depart»ent for Thermal and Nuclear Projects)

The EDF/SEPTEN design studies require large
seals reproduction of operating points and
scenarios. Quality Assurance for models and data-
packages, interactive capability for procedure
finalization, availability of resources developed
by specialists which can be used by engineers
with a «ore general technical background and
cooperative working practices for simulator
configuration, creation of new models, simulation
performances and result analysis.

c) Safety analysis for CEA/1PSN (Protection
aad Nuclear Safety Institute)

The safety analysis requirements include
the actuel safety analysis (analysis of the
reactor system, procedures, design basis
accidents, probabilistic safety analysis, real
incidents studies, reactor tests ...) the
preparation and the execution of safety drills
and the training of analyst engineers. The
simulator has been decided in accordance with the
French safety authority, the Central Service for
the Safety of Nuclear Installations for which
IPSN is a technical support.

3. TEE SOFTBME WORKSHOP AGLAE

SIPA simulator «ill be more than the
representation of only one plant, it is a
calculating systaa provided to model "a la carte"
a PHR, a test loop or only a part of an
installation. This is achieved through the use of
a software workshop, called AGLAE (in french :
Atelier de Génie Logiciel Adapté aux Etudes).

a) Objectives of the workshop

The main objectives of the software
workshop in order to involve the flexibility of
the SIPA tool are the modularity, the ability of
extension of the models and the portability.

The modularity allows the replacement of
any part of a model to put a more or less
sopbisticatad description of a system or another,
slightly different during a parametric study. For
example, it will be possible to replace a single
phase Residual Heat Removal System by a two-phase
model, or during a study to test the profile and
the location of different elements in a system.

The modularity leads naturally to the
extension of the possibilities of the simulator.

This extension will be of three kinds :
models, codes allowing the generation of other
models and data-packages.

The need for new models to complete and
improve the representation will be confirmed as
the use of the simulator grows. For example, a
neutronic three dimensional code could be added
directly. Some ideas are envisaged now for the
second step as mentioned in a later paragraph.

Large codes allow the generation of new
system modelling. That is the ease of LEGO, a
very modular circuit description code and
especially CATBARE Z, the newe^ version of the
French advanced thermal-hydraulic code.

New data-packages will permit the study of

new kinds of PHR with a design not too far from
the existing one and experimental test loops.
This implies on the one hand the adaptation of
some circuits as aforesaid for the modularity and
on the other hand the creation of the specific
data-package adapted to the model.

IR order to establish the possibility of
including new models or codes without any
adaptation, it has been necessary to write "SIPA
standards".

They concern the languages used (FORTRAN,
C, ADA . . . ) , the variables characteristics, the
identification (particularly names of routines,
COHHON, etc.), the connections between modules or
between software and man-machine interface
system.

Another aim of tbe SIPA software including
the organization of the whole tool is the
portability on any kind of computing machines. To
achieve this objective, the languages will be
used in their most standard version as mentioned
above. The standard tools (data bank, CAD,
graphic software, ...) have been chosen under
those used on most of the available work-
stations, the operating system is UNIX and the
different parts communicate with a standard
protocol (TCP/IP).

All these conditions must be used in order
to favour tbe development of the SIPA system
according to tbe future needs of training,
studies and safety analysis and the
implementation of the software on most of tbe
present and future hardware, taking into account
the replacement of the computers or the
development of a SIPA version for another
customer than EDF or CEA.

b) Structure of the workshop

The simulator as a computing system will be
made up of a certain number of modules (for
example elementary systems). Each module will
have several versions (more or less
sophisticated, corresponding to different designs
. . . ) . To each version will be associated a data-
package, a set of graphics (schematic drawings,
curves ...) and a lot of aetivable failures.

The task of the AGLAE workshop is to allow
the engineer to constitute an idiosyncratic
representation of the plant. First of all, he
choses the elementary modules which are linked
together by the connection points. He has then tu
complete with the characteristics and the initial
values of the variables in order to get tbe
steady state conditions. The data are stored in a
data-bank. Then he establishes the man-machine
interface connections in order to generate
operator actions and failures, get and display
the results.

The structure of the workshop has been
designed to manage the elements, tbe simulations
constituted from these elements depending on
whether they are either official and qualified
models or private and test models.

c) Automatic code generators

Host of tbe models will be developed using
code generators. This concerns the thermal
hydraulic calculations (HYTHERNET generator) and
tbe control models (CONTRONET generator).

After the analysis by the engineer, the
circuit to be designed is seized by a computer



aided design software and communicated to the
automatic generation tools nhich deliver the
source code in a standard FORTRAN language.

All connections of a model with other
•odels or the man-machine interface will be set,
as well as Modifiable parameters and failures
which Hill be activable during simulation.

4. MODELLIMG OF THE PLAST

For the first step of the project, two
series of reactors Kill be described, the 900 HNe
(3 loops) and 1300 HHe (4 loops) units.

In further steps, other representations of
reactors Mill be available.

The first step of SIPA simulator contains
the modelling of a PNR including the primary and
secondary circuits and all the systems needed to
describe the behaviour of the plant during an
accident until the fuel becoaes damaged.

a) CATHARE-SIHU

The reactor coolant systea and the
secondary systa», until the steaa header are
described by CATHARE-SIHU, a speeded-up version
of the French advanced theraal-hydraulic computer
code CATHARE which has been developed by EDF and
CEA, adapted to real tiae calculations and
simulations uses, and with the same physical
relevance.

It must be pointed out that CATHARE-SIHU
uses the same physical laws and correlations as
CATHARE mith only some minor simplifications.
This mas considered the only «ay to be sure to
maintain the level of physical relevance of
CATHARE.

Since CATHARE-SIHU. like CATBARE, uses a
numerical seheae with variable tiae step, two
nays have been used to reduce the computing tiae:

- reduction of the tiae needed for an
iteration,

- avoidance of short tiae steps.

The main modifications are the following :

- minor modifications in the equations :
energy balance is written in the secondary fora,
•oaentum equations are written for the sum and
difference of phases,

- suppression of ESOPE -high level language
(ESOPE is used in CATBARE to give full
flexibility in circuit configuration),

- optimization of programming,

- limitation of nodalization (133 nodes for
the reactor coolant systea representation),

suppression of all non physical
discontinuities of variables and derivatives for
a batter convergence of the Newton's method
(tables for water/steam properties replaced by
polynomial approximations),

- optimization of troatment of "out-of-
range" variables (e.g. iterations where void
fraction becomes greater than one or lower than
zero),

- modification of convergence criteria,

- improvements in the numerical analysis.

CATHARE-SIHU has been validated referring
to CATHARE on 35 transient calculations. The
validation of CATHARE itself, which is continuing
at present, based on hundreds of transient
calculations, has been supported up to now by a
large expérimental programme including results of
the test loops LOBI1 LOFT, ROSA <t, PKL and more
recently BETHSY. The validation of CATHARE-SIHU
have been performed in order to test not only the
physical relevance of the modelling, but also the
reliability of the computation.

b) Modelling of the 900 HHe and 1300 IiHe
units

SIPA includes also about 35 connected
systems, particularly :

- the systeas related to the priaary
circuit, as cheaical and volume control, residual
heat removal, reactor boron and water make-up,
rod control, steam generator blowdown system ...,

- the secondary circuit with normal and
emergency feedwater, turbine by-pass systems and
a simplified model of the turbine-generator,

the safeguard systeas as safety
injection, containment spray and emergency
systeas ....

- tue protection system,

- the instrumentation and the control
needed for the application of the procedures,

- the actual plant unit status logging and
safety panels systems,

- a simplified representation of the power
distribution (6,6 kV and 380 V) in order to
simulate loss of power, emergency supply ...,

- a modelling of the containment allowing
to get temperature, pressure and, in the sump,
level and temperature.

c) Physical domain

The physical range of situations goes from
reactor in cold shutdown state with closed and
degazed vessel (solid state) to normal full power
operation and accidental conditions.

For the priaary circuit, the physical
representation is that of CATBARE-SIHU. The two-
phase flow thetaal-hydraulic calculations are
made with a six equation model with homogeneous,
stratified and counter-current two-phase flow,
uncovering and reflood of the core.

It contains also the calculations of the
amount of boron and of activity.

The physical domain contains particularly :

- breaks up to 12 inches in every point of
the primary circuit in one or several loops
(LOCA),

- steam pipe breaks.



- secondary feedwater pipe breaks,

- steam generator tubes ruptures (SGTR) up
to 120 tabes in one or several steam generators,

- combination of SGTR with primary or
secondary break,

- anticipated transients Kith or without
trip.

All tbase accidents any be simulated in any
condition of tha reactor. Up to 9 breaks Bay
simultaneously happen and any failure can be
addad to this accidental situation.

S. SIPA NETWORKS

a) Han-machine interface svsten

The man-machine interface system aust be
designed for all the uses of SIPA, that are
training, studies and safety analysis.

For the training of SSA, it is not
necessary to have the representation of an actual
reactor control rooa, because the SSA during a
possible accident has not to sake any operation
as tha operators have to do. The task of SSA is,
essentially to watch the most important
parameters and if necessary to decide of the
application of the ultimate procedure Ul, which
function is to prevent core degradation using an
evaluation based on the core cooling states under
accident conditions.

Tha SSA Bust have a «all knowledge of the
physical phenomena oceutring during a transient
or an accident to understand «hot would happen
during a real crisis. The training of SSA must
insist on the well understanding of the behaviour
of tha plant to help them to evolve "from the
reflex to the reflexion". So, the man-machine
interface must clearly illustrate this behaviour.

The trainee engineer needs all the control
actions placed at operator's disposal and the
instructor needs the possibility of introducing
failures at any time during the simulation.

For studies and safety analyses, the way to
use this tool is similar and tha requirements for
the man-machine interface are the same.

For these objectives the interactivity and
the userfriendliness are very important
improvements with respect to existing tools,
particularly batch computer codes.

In these cases, the engineer has to analyze
tha behaviour of tbe plant during the studied
transient. He must have the status of a system
and the evolution versus time of the main
parameters in front of his eyes and he has to
introduce failures and operator actions at any
time. Otherwise, when the transient is not longer
interesting, he lets tha calculation come back to
an intermediate restart initialization and run
again the calculation on another scenario.

In order to achieve all the objectives of
training, studies and safety analyses, the man-
machine interface is constituted of workstations
using graphics software. They are able to display
the outputs in the dynamic graphics format that
is most meaningful for interpretation and
interactive response. It is possible to have
schematic drawings of systems, graph types like
curves or bar graphes and texts (alarms of
example). Tbe graphical objects change in real

time along the simulation and it is possible to
intervene directly on some elements (for example
on schematic drawings, in using menus and
introducing commands, failures, etc.).

For training, the visualization of the
thermal hydraulic behaviour, particularly two-
phase flow, is displayed by a "pedagogic system"
in real time. It represents a schematic drawing
of the primary circuit including its elements
(core, vessel, pipes, pumps, pressurizer, steam
generators, etc). The values of the parameters
are refreshed every second but the pictures like
a cartoon, are refreshed each 0.1 second. They
represent in every decent of tbe circuit tbe
status of the flow. For the two-phase flow, it
includes tbe homogeneous flow using bubbles
growing with the void fraction and moving
function of the flow rate, the co- and counter-
current stratified two-phase flow, the rise of
steam bubbles in vessel and secondary side of
steam generators, etc. The level of temperature
of the fuel is represented by colors from light
red for cold conditions to dark red for the
hottest. Global picture displays the boron
concentration. The "pedagogic system" is designed
in order to illustrate in the mast meaningful
manner the thermal-hydraulic phenomena of the
reactor.

b) Computing network

The schematic diagram of the SIPA network
is represented on the figure below.

The SIPA simulator is designed to run in
real time. This means that the calculations of
the transient must run at the same speed as the
possible real transient occurring in tbe plant.

This requirement determines the
computational power needed.

The major part of the computing time is
used by CATBARE-SIHU. The nominal time-step is
SOO ms and it needs 100 ms as a minimum on a
processor of CRAY X-HP.

Tha other parts of software (connected
systems, control ...) need only a small part of
the total computing time.

For all these reasons, it has been decided
to use one processor of a CRAY "Super Computer".
This computer which is not a strictly dedicated
computer will be located in a computing center on
another site than the simulator.

The link between tha remote super-computer
and the simulator will be a fast line (1 Hbit/s).

It realizes sn ETHERHET deport using TCP/IP
protocol. Another line of 6<t kbits/s is provided
for tbe batch use.

Taking into account the anticipated
progress of tbe ratio computational power/price,
it could be possible to replace later tbe remote
Super Computer by a local computer, like a mini
super computar.

On the site of the simulator, the line will
arrive to the "scheduler computer" which will
manage the communications between the simulator
and the Super Computer and the time steps during
the simulation.

A workstation SUN-SPARC 4-370 has been
chosen for this function.

The "scheduler computer" is connected with:

- the "training network" which gathers all
the hardware needed for the SSA training in the
control rooa. This network will also be used in



studies and safety analysis, particularly during
simulations for which it is useful to have all
the hardware available. This network contains :

. the "principal operating desk" made
up of four workstations SUN SPARC 4-60 GX. On
their displays will be set the schematic
drawings, graphs, alarm tex:s. For all purposes,
the management of the simulation including
failures and operator actions is carried out fro»
this desk. A server SUN SPARC 4-390, is used as
data bank for the graphics,

. the "pedagogic system" constituted
of two workstations SUK SPARC 4-60 GX which has
been described above in the man-machine interface
and another station which is dedicated to the
instructor in order to introduce failures and
other administrative actions,

. -the "KIT, KPS, TCI network" linked
by a conventional part interface. It is a replica
of some systems existing in the plants : the
safety panel and plant unit status logging
system. It is used for training because SSA have
to do with the same materials in the plants and
during studies and safety analysis for giving
complementary information tc those provided by
the "principal operating desk". The hardware is
exactly tbe same as in the plants, i.e. Bull
computers. This network is linked to the National
Crisis Center to perform crisis drills.

- the "engineering network" constituted
with the "engineering server" and some
independent workstations. Tbe server, a SUN SPARC
4-390, contains the data bank with the workshop
software of tbe simulator, the models of the
plant, the data-packages and the results of the
simulations. Each workstation SUN SPAKC 4-60 GX
as in the "training network" can be used to
prepare a simulation, to make some calculations
but with only one display, to submit batches and
to post-process tbe results.

Remote operating stations on the nuclear
plant sites are envisaged in the future. They
would be used for local personal training and be
linked to the "training network".

6. DEVELOPHEHT OF THE SIMULATOR

In tbe status of tht> realization of the
simulator, one can distinguish the CATBARE-SIHU
code previously developed, the first step under
development and the second step the content of
which has been defined and the realization
started a few months ago.

CATHARE-SIMU has been developed by an EDF
and CEA/IPSN team with the participation of
TBOHSON-CSF engineers. Up to now, it bas also
been used far batch calculations.

The first step of SIPA contains the
following parts :

all the elements designed for
administration and management of SIPA, assembly
and connection of the models, not only for the
configurations planned for this step, but also
software of AGLAE workshop in order to allow new
models, codes and data-packages for the next
steps,

- the three loops (900 HNe) and four loops

(1300 HHe) plant configurations needed for the
SSA training and the other purposes,

- the computing network and the hardware
necessary to develop at least the two first
steps.

The development of the softoare of the
first step is achieved by THOMSON-CSF with the
exception of the "KIT, KPS, TCI network" realized
by SEHA-GROUP FRANCE.

The elements planned for the second step
will complete the first one by means of :

- complementary physical descriptions as
three dimensional neutronic calculation oi
detailed component cooling system,

- data-packages related to other plants
series (N4, REP 2000 ...) or test loops (BETHSY),

- codes (CATHARE 2, LEGO),

- complementary pre and post-processing
tools.

The second step has to be developed in
collaboration with EDF and CEA/IPSN.

Two simulators will be installed, one
called SIPA I for EDF (SPT aad SEPTEN), the other
for CEA/IPSN called SIPA 2.

SIPA 1 will be located on the site of
EDF/SEPTEN near Lyon. It will run on a CRAY Super
Computer of the computing center of EDF/DER, near
Paris. It will be used for both training and
studies and will be connected to tbe National
Crisis Center for running crisis drills.

SIPA 2 will be installed in the Nuclear
Research Center of Fontenay-aux-Roses and run on
a CRAY Super Computer of the Nuclear Center of
Saclay, both located near Paris. It will comprise
tbe same elements as SIPA 1, without some
specific devices dedicated to SSA training and
without automatic code generators. It will be
used for safety analysis and analyst engineer
training and will be connected to the Technical
Crisis Center of IPSN to run crisis drills.

The commissioning of both simulators is
planned in 1991.

To date, commissioning of the software
workshop is planned in July 1990. The pedagogic
system runs, linked to CATBARE-SIHU. The test
operating platform is in operation and the KKT
network connection is planned in July 1990.

7. CONCLUSION

SIPA will be more than one simulator. It
will be a computing system able to generate
simulators adapted to any facilities (PHR or
other type plant or test loops).

In addition to the advantages such as
interactivity and results display of a simulator
in comparison with other tools for the studies,
it profits by a validated advanced thermal-
hydraulic code. Its modularity and flexibility
will allow it to be developed later. The software
and data-packages of reactors and loops described
will be adapted to the future needs of training,
studies and safety analysis.

Its portability will make easier its
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L'attaché près de l'Ambassade de France au Japon : M. MORIETTE
Le Conseiller nucléaire auprès de l'Ambassade de France en Chine : M. LALERE

COPIE (SANS P.J.) :

SRDE
LEFH
BAIN
SASR
SACP
SAEP
SGNR
SAREP
SAPN
SASICC
SASLU
SASLU/VALRHO
SEC
SAET
SAED
STAS
SASC
SAEG
SAM
SPI

Le Conseiller nucléaire près de l'Ambassade de France en R.F.A. :
- M. GOURIEVIDIS


